
Joal Stein
Copywriter
 

Content strategy and 
communications for non-profits, 
universities and government

City of Portland
Through a grant from the Mayor’s 
Innovation Fund, worked with the 
Bureau of Environmental Services 
to develop  an interactive map 
and tell the story of the Crystal 
Springs Watershed.

Parsons School of Design
For the new School of Design 
Strategies, was the founding 
content strategist and lead 
copywriter for all digital channels.

Digital marketing  creative copy and 
editing for brands, startups, and 
small businesses.

Silverlake Ramen
Developed content strategy 
and wrote all digital copy for 
the rebranding of a popular Los 
Angeles franchise.

Hudson Jeans
Digital marketing copy and 
analytics for growing fashion 
brand.

The Service Startup
Edited and ghostwriting for book 
intended for small businesses 
and startups to integrate service 
design methods. Also wrote 
marketing copy and developed 
content training materials.

joalstein.com
joalstein@gmail.com



City of Portland

Brief
When the City’s of Bureau of Environmental Services 
wanted to create a digital version of their popular walking 
tour of the Crystal Springs Watershed, the challenge was 
to tell the story of a vital urban watershed through multiple 
perspectives. It had to be visually compelling, easy to use 
and navigate, and designed in a way that provided capacity-
building both for City representatives and community-based 
groups. An open-source platform was chosen to allow city 
officials to refine and update over time.

Vision: Hidden gem in the city. 
Scope: Copy, Multimedia storytelling, Digital Strategy and 
Development, Creative Production



Silverlake Ramen

Brief
Ramen is the ultimate comfort food; it’s popularity is made 
evident by the lines of people you can see lining up outside 
of Silverlake Ramen’s flagship restaurant. With big plans to 
franchise and bring their ethos of high-quality ramen across 
LA,  they needed to create a sharp brand identity and voice. 

Vision: Comfort meets cool.
Scope: Copy, Creative Strategy



Parsons School of Design Strategies

Brief
One of the most forward-thinking and groundbreaking 
design schools in the county created a new center - The 
School of Design Strategies - and wanted to think beyond a 
traditional university website. As it’s first Content Manager 
and Copy Strategist, I had the task of creating an online 
hub for the community. With so many talented individuals, 
teachers and projects, the challenge was to channel that 
dynamic energy through thoughtful and engaging stories.

Vision: Be strategic.
Scope: Copy, Content Management, Creative Production



Hudson Jeans

Brief
In a overwhelmingly digital culture, consumer rely on 
social media channels to find products and fall in love 
with brands. Hudson Jeans had a chance to rethink their 
digital marketing efforts and create new relationships with 
customers, and I worked to sharpen their digital marketing 
copy.

Vision: Bad and the Beautiful
Scope: Copy, Digital Strategy



The Service Startup

Brief
One of the world’s leading practitioners in service design 
and design sprints wanted to write a book to share his 
methodology to the world. I co-wrote the book with him, 
and helped develop all marketing and web copy to introduce 
it’s core concepts.

Vision: Design Thinking Gets Lean
Scope: Copy and Editing.


